Your collection is important to you but it is also
important to The Hampshire Postal History
Society.

Or e-mail
peterrmills@yahoo.co.uk

THE HAMPSHIRE POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY

The Journal of the Society is published
quarterly. The purpose of the Society is to
research all aspects of postal history, albeit
from pre-adhesives through to the present
day. The parameters are unlimited should one
wish to incorporate ship-letters and airmails
to various ports throughout the world.
Whether you are collecting your own local
area or a specific subject, the Journal will be
invaluable. It is the intention of the Society to

MEETINGS
In the past we have had meetings at
convenient
places
around
Hampshire.
Winchester, Petersfield, Wickham and
Sarisbury Green come to mind. We hope to
hold four meetings each year in the future.
Sarisbury Green Community Centre has been
most favourable but parking is limited.
Petersfield is very good with ample parking as
is Winchester. Wickham is the venue for the
HAMPEX Convention and a room has been set
aside for our Annual Meeting at 2.00pm 15th
October 2016.

hold regular meetings throughout the County,
allowing Members to discuss their interests and
research

As with other Journals, contributions are
important from all rather than relying upon
the few. It is equally important to maintain a
high standard.

This meeting will be for all who are interested
in Hampshire Postal History and where to
collect your Application Form to join our
Society.

If you are interested in joining our Society we
will be pleased to welcome you as a Member
and would ask you to apply for an Application
Form from the Secretary.
The above transcript is in the most part the
original preliminary of the Application Form.

Example of a “Traveller” cds.

Entire letter from the Post Master at Odiham
to the Stamp Office at Winchester. Manuscript
Prepaid and the figure 1 in red indicating that
postage has been paid. A circular date stamp of
ODIAM/JY 21/1840 in black. The residents of
Odiam always used an “H” in Odi(h)am when
writing letters but the manufacturers of the
date stamps did not at any time between 1740
and 1846 and probably well beyond this date.

At each of these meetings you are invited to
bring along some sheets to exhibit and give a
short talk about and/or discuss what you have
shown. We do like to see your efforts properly
mounted and written up at these occasions.
There are no prizes, it is not in any way, a
competition.
We hope you will consider joining our Society
as we would like to see any new or mysterious
material of Hampshire and record your
findings.

